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CSIS0234A Computer and Communication Networks Assignment Two (10%) Due date: 5:00pm Mar 30, 2007 Part One – SMTP Relay Server (70%) The purpose of the second programming assignment is to enhance your knowledge on network programming. In particular, we would like to draw your attention on the difficulties in real-life Internet programming. Building software that can be used in the Internet is difficult. This is because, for a program to interact with a standard server correctly, before the implementation, we must consult standards documents to learn about the protocol. Unfortunately, such documents are not easy to comprehend. Besides, using a production system to debug protocol software is difficult because such system may discard your message without response or may issue a response that looks meaningless to you. Despite the difficulties, building software that interacts with production systems can be both exciting and rewarding. For example, you would feel extra satisfaction and pride when your software successfully interacts with a production system. Develop a SMTP Relay Server in C/C++ For this assignment, you are going to develop a SMTP relay server that runs at the background and waits for service requests from a standard email client (e.g. Outlook, Eudora, Thunderbird, Kmail, . . .). Upon receiving the service request, the SMTP relay server will talk to the client using the SMTP protocol. Through this SMTP conversation, the client will forward its email message to the SMTP relay server. After receiving the email message, the SMTP relay server will connect to your local domain email server (e.g. study.cs.hku.hk if you are working under the CS network). It then acts as an email client, and requests email transmission service with the domain email server by using the SMTP protocol. The domain email server will be responsible for delivering the email message to its destination. After hand-over the email messages to local domain email server, the SMTP relay server will continue on its service to serve other new incoming requests.
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It is a large project to implement a complete relay server that fully complies with the SMTP standard. Therefore, you are going to implement a trim down version only. Requirements 1. The program should support the following SMTP commands:



Command
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Error Code
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MAIL FROM:
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RCPT TO:
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QUIT
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Connection establishment



The above table lists the accepted reply codes and error codes for each of the SMTP commands you need to implement. For simplicity, we only implement a small set of error codes used by SMTP. Basically, SMTP distinguishes between transient (reply codes 4xx) and permanent (reply codes 5xx) errors, and the sender is allowed to repeat commands that yielded in a transient error. See Section 4.2 of RFC 2821 for more information about SMTP replies. 2. You should implement a SMTP relay server, named smtpr. Its command-line input should be as follows: smtpr [] where “port #” is the port number of the relay server listening to and “forward to” is an optional parameter that gives the hostname of the local domain email server, which the relay server is going to connect with. If the “forward to” parameter is missing, the relay server should use the default server – study.cs.hku.hk, as the “forward to” server. 3. You can assume that conversation between the email client and the smtpr relay server strictly follows the following sequence of interactions (after the first greeting): (HELO | EHLO) → “MAIL FROM:” → (“RCPT TO:”)+ → DATA → MESSAGE → QUIT where HELO, EHLO, “MAIL FROM:”, “RCPT TO:”, DATA, and QUIT are the SMTP commands, which are defined in Section 4.1 of RFC 2821, and have been explained in the lecture (Email Service). And MESSAGE represents the data content carried by this email. It contains a sequence of lines and each line is terminated by , i.e. “\r\n”. With the last line contains “.” only. Note: the commands should be of case insensitive, and each command is also terminated by . Note: the notation + stands for this command can appear one or more times. Note: For simplicity, you can assume that the length limit of a single line will never exceed 1024, and the length limit of the mail will never exceed 1024 * 1024 * 1024.



4. You can assume the conversation between the relay server and the local domain email server follows a similar sequence of SMTP interactions. The ultimate action is to deliver the email message successfully to the recipient(s). 5. To aid your programming and debugging, please print some log information to the screen. You are recommended to generate some output in response to any SMTP command. Computer Platform to Use For this assignment, you are expected to work on any UNIX-like workstation, such as your Linux machine, or on the department servers. Your program must be written in C or C++, successfully compiles with gcc/g++, and runs on any UNIX or Linux servers. Note – We do not want to limit your choice of Linux distribution; however, we strongly recommend you to use Fedora with core 5 or 6. If you are using other Linux distribution, please test drive your program on our Lab PC before submitting your work. In the past, there were students submitting their work, which were developed on some out-dated Linux distributions. We have difficulty in getting those platforms to test run your programs. If in that case, we would not grade your program. Submission 1. Your program source code with in-line documentation. 2. A readme file that describes how your program works and any special features (if exist) that you have included in your program. Please hand-in item 1 and 2 by the web-handin program. Background Reading and Preparation You need to understand how the SMTP protocol works as well as what is the format of the email message. Before designing the program, you are recommended to: z read the lecture note – 0607-C0234A-Email.pdf z perform the exercises on Workshop 4 Additional references z Chapter 28 of W. Stevens, TCP/IP Illustrated, Vol. 1, Addison-Wesley z RFC 2821 - Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2821)



Marking policy Criteria



Mark



The correctness of the programs: z Can successfully communicate with a standard email client (e.g. Thunderbird). z Can successfully interact with a standard email server. Can handle error situations gracefully. Include output messages for debugging and grading The quality of the documentation.



4/10



Total



3/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 10/10



Part Two – Short Questions (30%) Please hand-in the written assignment to the course assignment box (B2). Q1 – Consider a broadcast channel with N nodes and a transmission rate of R bps. Suppose the broadcast channel uses polling (with an additional polling node) for multiple access. Suppose the amount of time from when a node completes transmission until the subsequent node is permitted to transmit (that is, the polling delay) is tpoll. Suppose that within a polling round, a given node is allowed to transmit at most Q bits. What is the maximum throughput of the broadcast channel? Q2 – A 64-kibibyte message is to be transmitted from the source to the destination, as shown below.



The network limits packets to a maximum size of two kibibytes, and each packet has a 32byte header. The transmission lines in the network have a bit error rate of 10-6, and Stop-andWait ARQ is used in each transmission line. How long does it take on the average to get the message from the source to the destination? Assume that the signal propagates at a speed of 2×105 km/second. Q3 – Suppose nodes P and Q are on the same 10 Mbps Ethernet segment, and the propagation delay between the two nodes is 250 bit times. Suppose node P begins transmitting a frame and before it finishes, node Q begins transmitting a frame. Can P finish transmitting before it detects that Q has transmitted? Explain your answer. Q4 – Let A and B be two stations attempting to transmit on an Ethernet. Each has a steady queue of frames ready to send; A’s frames will be numbered Al, A2, and so on, and B's similarly. Let T = 51.2 μs be the exponential backoff base unit. Suppose A and B simultaneously attempt to send frame 1, collide, and happen to choose backoff times of 0 × T and 1 × T, respectively, meaning A wins the race and transmits Al while B waits. At the end of this transmission, B will attempt to retransmit Bl while A will attempt to transmit A2. These first attempts will collide, but now A backs off for either 0 × T or 1 × T, while B backs off for time equal to one of 0 × T, ... ,3 × T. (a) Give the probability that A wins this second backoff race immediately after this first collision; that is, A’s first choice of backoff time k × 51.2 is less than B's. (b) Suppose A wins this second backoff race. A transmits A3, and when it is finished, A and B collide again as A tries to transmit A4 and B tries once more to transmit B1. Give the probability that A wins this third backoff race immediately after the first collision. (c) Give a reasonable lower bound for the probability that A wins all the remaining backoff races. (d) What then happens to the frame B1? This scenario is known as the Ethernet capture effect.



Q5 – Frames of 1000 bits are sent over a 1 Mbps channel using a geostationary satellite whose propagation time from the earth is 270 msec. Acknowledgements are always piggybacked onto data frames. The headers are very short. Three-bit sequence numbers are used. What is the maximum achievable channel utilization for (a) Stop-and-wait. (b) Go-Back-N. (c) Selective Repeat.
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